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To Challenge the philosophy of the day you have to know the philosophy of the day:  

Colossians 2:8 – See to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy, which 
depends on human tradition and the basic principles of this world rather than on Christ.  

Discussion question: What is the definition of faith? 
 
I. The Two tools that everyone has in order to grasp reality: (1) FAITH (2) REASON 

1. The tool of FAITH 2. The tool of REASON  
 
 False dichotomy (Naturalism’s view, New Age) 

               

 
Partial Overlap of F+R  (Biblical View) 

     
 
A Truths of Reason and not of Faith:  Not revealed by God but provable by reason; for example, 2+2=4 
or “I am teaching at class today”—Which is proved by reason now because you can see me but is 
proved by both faith and reason tomorrow as you tell a friend that I spoke here today. 
B Truths of Faith and not of Reason:  Things revealed by God but not provable by reason; for example, 
the Trinity.  However, these views must not contradict reason. 
C Truths of both Faith and Reason:  These may be revealed by God but provable by reason; for 
example, the existence of God.  This is what we call “Natural Theology”  

1. Romans 1:20–For since the creation of the world God's invisible qualities-- his eternal power 
and divine nature have been clearly seen, being understood from what has been made, so that 
men are without excuse.   
2. Ecclesiastes 3:11 – He has made everything beautiful in its time. He has also set eternity in 
the hearts of men... 
 

 “Faith does not destroy reason, but goes far beyond it and perfects it”— Thomas Aquinas  

 

II. The Biblical definition of FAITH.  Christianity does not, never did and never will, support blind faith! 
Hebrews 11:1-3, 6 – Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see.  
This is what the ancients were commended for. By faith we understand that the universe was formed at 
God's command, so that what is seen was not made out of what was visible….And without faith it is 
impossible to please God because anyone who comes to Him must believe that He exists.  
 
A “being sure” – Gk: hupostasis = A mental assurance 
B “faith” – Gk: pistis = Has 3 basic elements: 

1. The 1st  entails ‘knowledge’ 
a) Knowledge is when the knower & the known become one 

2. The 2nd  involves ‘agreement’ 
3. The two of these are meaningless without the 3rd  element ‘TRUST’ 

C I do personally do not have enough faith to be an Atheist! 
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1. Recommended science web sites: 
a) www.evolutionnews.org    www.iconsofevolution.org    www.arn.org  
 www.intelligentdesign.org    www.icr.org    www.discovery.org 

B The Atheist also has faith that God does not exist.  Here is a quote from Richard Dawkins: 

“I believe, but cannot prove, that all life, all intelligence, all creativity and all ‘design’ 
anywhere in the universe is the direct or indirect product of Darwinian natural 
selection.”— “Science’s Scourge of Believers Declares His Faith In Darwin,” The Daily Telegraph 5 January 2005, 10 
 

III.  The Jesus Seminar:  Fringe “scholars” that every media source today uses in their specials 
A The Jesus Seminar is a consortium of New Testament scholars, directed by Robert W. Funk, who 
were organized in 1985 under the auspices of the Estar Institute of Santa Rosa, California. Seventy-plus 
scholars meet twice a year to make pronouncements about the authenticity of the words and deeds of 
Christ. The Seminar is comprised of liberal Catholics and Protestants, Jews, and atheists . Most are male 
professors, though their number includes a pastor, a filmmaker, and three women. About half are 
graduates of Harvard, Claremont, or Vanderbilt divinity schools.1 

  
  

1. Each of these shows and magazines use the Jesus Seminar “scholars” and puts them forth 
with the false faith / reason dichotomy.  In every case the Jesus seminar person is put forth as the 
expert who knows the “real Jesus” of history while a pastor, or even Christian cult member 
represents the “Jesus of faith”.   

a) But the Jesus seminar is bias toward Atheism and Naturalism which serve as the 
foundational “faith” beliefs of the secularism/secular humanism they espouse.  
 

“The God of the metaphysical age is dead. There is not a personal god out there external to 
human beings and the material world. We must reckon with a deep crisis in god talk and 
replace it with talk about whether the universe has meaning and whether human life has 
purpose.”—Robert Funk, Founder of the Jesus Seminar 

2. The famous philosophical Atheist who recently overturned the Atheist world by announcing 
his belief in God do to the scientific evidence of Intelligent Design said this: “When I later 
came to think about theological things, it seemed to me that the case for the Christian 
revelation is a very strong one, if you believe in revelation at all”—Dr. Antony Flew 

a) The reaction among atheists is the same  as it would be to Christians if Billy Graham 
became an Atheist!  This is a big one! 
b) Antony Flew used to debate C.S. Lewis at Oxford’s Socratic Club. 

                                                
1Geisler, N. L. 1999. Baker encyclopedia of Christian apologetics. Baker reference library . Baker Books: Grand Rapids, Mich. 


